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BLUF--AI/ML presents two sorts of opportunities:

1. Force multiplier: AI Technologies might make existing tasks simpler, more reliable, or more efficient. 

2. Game changer: AI technologies might be used to introduce wholly new capabilities.
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Challenge: Deliver the most critical information 

to the right place at the right time in a congested 

and contest electromagnetic environment.

Solution: Real-time, distributed Artificial 

Intelligence/Machine Learning for tactical radio 

networks.

Prediction: Predict & prioritize the critical information.

Optimization: Jointly optimize waveforms, protocols, 

network topologies to maximize throughput of critical 

information.

Classification: Real-time classification of interferers and 

jammers for ECCM.

Autonomy: Dynamically reposition mobile relay nodes.

Synthesis: Generate synthetic message traffic to obfuscate 

information gathering.  
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I Adversarial Examples/Counter-AI

AI for malicious purposes

Generative Adversarial Networks 
(GANs)



Counter-AI: Adversary Objectives
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Privacy Breach: Stealing data from ML models

(Sensitive) training data  model

Intended:

ML model + query  answer

Possible: 

ML model + queries  sensitive training data

27
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Privacy Breach: Stealing data from ML models

Face recognition:

model + name  image

Medicine dosing:

model + demographic info 

 genotype characteristics

28[Examples from Fredrikson et al., CCS ‘15 and USENIX Security ’14]

Reconstructed

image
Actual image 

used in training
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Inducing Faulty Decisions

Data Poisoning

– Training or test time

 Evasion attack

– Test time

 Traditional cyber attack

– Edit model directly, edit query

Taxonomy of adversaries against machine learning at test time17
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Sample of Adversarial Examples

Subtle perturbations cause a neural network to misclassify stop 
signs as speed limit 45 signs, and right turn signs as stop signs.

An adversarial input, overlaid on a typical image, can cause 
a classifier to miscategorize a panda as a gibbon.

An example of digital dodging. Left: An image of actor Owen 
Wilson, correctly classified by VGG143 with probability 1.00. 
Right: Dodging against VGG143 using AGN’s output (probability 
assigned to the correct class: < 0.01).
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Sample of Adversarial Examples

Randomly sampled poses of a 3D-printed turtle adversarially
perturbed to classify as a rifle at every viewpoint2 . An 

unperturbed model is classified correctly as a turtle nearly 
100% of the time.33
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